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Abstract: Soqotri is a Modern South Arabian lan-
guage spoken by 100 000 inhabitants of the Island
of Soqotra. The island is famous for its narrative art,
first revealed to the Western world by the Austrian
South Arabian Expedition around 1900. Until re-
cently, Soqotri functioned as an unwritten language,
and Soqotra’s traditional lore has mainly been
transmitted orally. From 2014 on, an Arabic-based
writing system for Soqotri has been implemented
by a Russian-Yemeni research team. Originally in-
tended as a means of preservation of the traditional
oral lore, the writing system proves to be capable of
meeting other intellectual demands – notably, to
create original, non-traditional compositions. Apo-

logetic and propagandistic works pertaining to the
Muslim faith are among the first genres of the
nascent Soqotri prose. The article analyzes one
such composition in an attempt to trace the thorny
path from orality to literacy on Soqotri soil: the
adaptation of traditional narrative techniques;
the difficult balance between purism and innovation;
and interaction with Arabic. It shows that the
concept of transitional text, mostly applied to
poetry in modern literary research, can also be used
about prose, including religiously motivated writing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A year ago, we published, in collaboration with my language consultant
and friend Isa Gum‘an al-Da‘rhi,1 what can be considered the first
authored text in the Modern South Arabian language Soqotri,

spoken by ca. 100 000 inhabitants of the island of Soqotra (Gulf of Aden,
Yemen).2

For the modern Western world the Soqotri language was discovered by
the British navy official James R. Wellstedt, who visited the island in January-
March of 1835. However, it took about 70 years for Soqotri to become an
integral part of Semitic linguistics and philology. Its re-discovery at the turn of
the 20th century is firmly associated with the name of the prominent Austrian
scholar David Heinrich Müller.3 From the mid-1970s, linguistic and folklore
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1. ad-Da‘rhi/Kogan/Cherkashin (Soqotri text in Semitological transcription and the Arabic-based
Soqotri writing; English translation; philological and linguistic annotations). For the sake of
brevity, the text will not be reproduced here in its entirety; for the details, the original edition
has to be consulted.

2. An up-to-date survey on Soqotri grammar and ethonolinguistics can be found in Kogan/Bulakh
2019.

3. A smaller part of Müller’s corpus, published in 1902, was collected from several individuals
in the course of his trip to the island in 1899. The most valuable part of the 1902 volume is a
small collection of very archaic poetic fragments with parallel translations in German and semi-
colloquial Arabic. For many of the verses, Müller was also able to obtain brief lexical annota-

Resumen: El socotrí es una lengua actual del sur
de Arabia hablada por 100 000 habitantes de la isla
de Socotra. La isla es famosa por su arte narrativo,
revelado al mundo occidental por la expedición
austríaca al sur de Arabia alrededor de 1900. Has-
ta tiempos recientes, el socotrí ha funcionado
como una lengua no escrita, y la cultura tradicio-
nal de Socotra se ha transmitido principalmente
de forma oral. Desde 2014, un sistema de escritu-
ra basado en el árabe se ha puesto en marcha gra-
cias a un equipo de investigación ruso-yemení.
Concebido originalmente como un medio para la
conservación de la cultura oral tradicional, el siste-
ma de escritura resulta capaz de afrontar otras
exigencias intelectuales; particularmente, de rea-
lizar composiciones originales, no tradicionales.

Obras apologéticas y propagandísticas de la fe
musulmana constituyen los primeros géneros de
la naciente prosa socotrí. El artículo analiza una
de estas composiciones con el objetivo de trazar el
espinoso camino de la oralidad a la escritura en
el suelo de Socotra: la adaptación de técnicas na-
rrativas tradicionales; el difícil equilibrio entre pu-
rismo e innovación; y la interacción con el árabe.
Se muestra así que el concepto de texto transicio-
nal, aplicado especialmente a la poesía en la in-
vestigación literaria actual, también puede usarse
en relación con la prosa, incluyendo escritos de
motivación religiosa.

Palabras clave: Socotra. Yemen. Oralidad. Escri-
tura. Islam. Fenómenos de contacto.
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research on Soqotra has been resumed by Vitaly Naumkin. Since 2010, system-
atic fieldwork on a variety of grammatical and folklore-related topics has been
carried out on the island by a team of Russian scholars headed by Naumkin,
closely collaborating with four language consultants from the Da‘arho tribe
(central-eastern part of inner Soqotra). The chief output of this large-scale pro-
ject is the Corpus of Soqotri Oral Literature (CSOL), whose two published volumes
(CSOL I, 2014 and CSOL II, 2018) will prominently feature below in this study.4

In contrast to virtually all previously published Soqotri texts, the sample
dealt with in the present article possesses many essential features of an
authored composition: it does not reproduce any traditional plot or motif, but
has been purposely created from scratch by a known individual compiler, who
carried out his work with the express aim of publication. Last but not least, the
text was not narrated, but carefully written down by the author himself by
means of the previously elaborated Arabic-based Soqotri script.5

The present study analyzes this composition as an unusual type of tran-
sitional text – a religiously motivated prose treatise in a nascent written lan-
guage with a rich and varied oral tradition. In the wake of Parry and Lord,
students of ‘transitional texts’ typically have oral poetry as the starting point
of their research. This trend continues even today – in recent years research
related to Oral-Formulaic theory was mostly focused on poetry (Ford 2018;
Gintsburg 2014, 2017, 2019; Murray 2019). There is, however, no a priori
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tions. Remarkably, the poems were recorded not only in transcription, but also in the Arabic
script. The most important part of Müller’s Soqotri legacy was published in 1905. It comprises
the texts recorded during a six-month working season in Vienna in 1902 from one single
informant, ©Ål¥ ©Åmer an-Nubhån, born in the village of Kam, not too far from Soqotra’s
capital Hadibo. The narrative part of the 1905 volume comprises ca. 150 pages of Soqotri texts
translated into German. Among the texts, there is a good selection of Old Testament
translations (from Arabic) and a few other texts with an Arabic background. The remaining texts
are pure specimens of the autochthonous oral lore. The poetic part of the book comprises no
less than ca. 750 smaller and larger compositions. In 1918, M. Bittner published the first six
chapters of the Gospel of Mark, translated into Soqotri by Müller with the help of his informant.
As will be shown below, the religious-oriented compositions from the ‘Vienna corpus’ are of
prime importance for the topic of the present study.

4. For a detailed presentation of this project see Naumkin et al. 2014: 1-42.
5. More details on the Soqotri writing, whose original insight and subsequent development are

largely due to Isa Gum‘an’s natural philological talents and exemplary devotion, can be found in
Naumkin et al. 2014: 25-29. Born in 1970 as a member of the Da‘rho tribe, Isa is a teacher of
Islamic sciences in a primary school in Hadibo, Soqotra’s capital town. During the last years
of the Socialist regime in the Southern Yemen (PDRY), he was able to graduate from a pedagogical
college in Aden, where he acquired a good command of spoken and written Arabic. He has a
good knowledge of the Quran and other basic texts of the Muslim creed.
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reason not to apply this useful concept to prose, be it narrative,6 memorial,7

para-scientific8 or other.9 It is my expectation that this contribution will invite
specialists to have a closer look at the research potential of such ‘transitional
prose’ and its implications for a variety of neighbouring disciplines, such as
sociolinguistics, anthropology, religious studies, etc.

For obvious reasons, linguistic and literary interaction between Soqotri
and Arabic will be within the focus of our inquiry. Throughout the text, the
author’s outspoken puristic ambition, aiming at establishing Soqotri as a fully-
fledged written medium capable of rendering comparatively sophisticated re-
ligious themes,10 is countered by the massive pressure of Arabic as the lan-
guage of education, administration, external communication and media. As such,
this tension is not new to us, as it is found in many, maybe most, other texts
recorded and analyzed by our research team. But here it inevitably reaches its
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6. With regard to its background, the Soqotri narrative folklore published in CSOL belongs to two
different categories. Some samples directly go back to Naumkin’s early tape recordings of
1970-1980s, their narrators are usually not available (mostly passed away) and the deciphering
was done with the assistance of our language consultants. Other texts were recorded directly
from our Da‘rho informants of younger generations, who are able to read, write and converse
in literary and dialectal Arabic. Even for the first category of texts, a considerable deal of writ-
ten adaptation inevitably takes place, whereas in the second case the ‘transitional’ status of the
written and published output is beyond doubt.

7. Memorial narratives – that is, personal records of events from the more or less remote past –
are not very numerous on the pages of CSOL I-II. Good examples are the stories about encoun-
ters with jinni women (CSOL I No. 18, CSOL II Nos. 16-18), a man’s account of his troubles in
times of drought (CSOL I No. 29) or the description of the court procedures by the former sul-
tan of Mahra and Soqotra (CSOL II No. 26).

8. CSOL (particularly Volume Two) features many texts which would traditionally be attributed as
‘ethnographic’: accounts of local household activities (CSOL II No. 2, milk production: No. 3,
meat preserves; Nos. 9-11, date palm and dates; No. 27, building techniques), descriptions of
flora and fauna (CSOL I No. 30: ‘The Pernicious Botfly’), etc. Soqotrans prove to be extremely
fond of such compositions, which they produce with great care and a truly scientific sense of
responsibility. Structural and stylistic features of this corpus, undoubtedly another prime exam-
ple of ‘transitional prose’, await a comprehensive descriptive and comparative investigation.

9. To be sure, the possibility of studying such texts has not totally escaped the attention of lite-
rary theoreticians: consider, for example, E. Jahner’s study of the writings of the 19th century
American Indian political leader and thinker George Sword. As aptly described by Jahner,
while some of his texts are ‘direct transcriptions of speech’, other ‘show significant evidence
of the reflective reconsiderations and aesthetic structuring when writing provokes awareness of
text as artifact’ (150). Undoubtedly, much still remains to be done in this field both in terms
of methodology and accumulating practical experience. This, however, does not mean that
nothing is being done. This volume, for instance, offers another curious example of transitional
prose in the language of haketia (Moscoso).

10. Thus restoring its reputation, marred in the eyes of many by its intrinsic connection with the
‘archaic’, ‘backward’ traditional Soqotra, supposedly incompatible with the Arab and Islamic
‘modernity’. This and other related topics are treated in depth in the recent monograph-size
study by S. D. Elie.
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peak because of the religious subject of the text: in his composition, Isa
Gum‘an boldly enters the domain where the use of any language other than
Arabic is considered unthinkable by the majority of today’s Soqotrans (and,
undoubtedly, many other Muslim minorities living in an Arabic-speaking
milieu throughout the Middle East and North Africa).11

The presence of Arabic loanwords is a superficial, yet fairly reliable
means of assessing the Arabizing trend in the text, with a special attention to
Arabic religious terminology directly borrowed from the mainstream Islamic
discourse. At the opposite extreme, a deeper inquiry into the native, Soqotri-
based religious lexicon will be helpful to assess the philological creativity of
the author and the extent of his puristic ambitions.

In addition, I will briefly touch upon a few other aspects of Isa’s percep-
tion of the Soqotri literary heritage and its amalgamation with ‘modern’ cul-
ture – notably, the author’s use of the traditional riddle as the main constitu-
tive element of his composition. Finally, the author’s unconscious attempts at
translating certain segments of the Quranic text into Soqotri will be singled
out and analyzed. In the concluding part of the article, another hitherto un-
published composition from the pen of the same author will be offered to the
readers’ judgement, in an attempt to show that Isa’s Soqotri-based Islamic ap-
peal is not limited to one single text sample.

2. STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS OF THE TEXT

The tripartite arrangement of the text closely follows one of the most wide-
spread types of the Soqotri fairy tale: a narrative framework (introduction +
conclusion) encasing a stylistically different kernel where the main ideological
and artistic truth of the whole composition is encapsulated.

In the Introduction (Segments 1-18 of the published text), an unnamed
Muslim shows up in a religious meeting of a certain community of ‘non-
believers’ (in all probability, Christians), whose leader threatens him with
death unless he immediately leaves the place. The Muslim refuses and proposes
a kind of trial – to answer a set of questions of a religious nature. If he answers
wrongly, the community is free to kill him, but if his answers are correct, they
will convert to Islam. Here the main part of the text begins (Segments 19-
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11. This is the main reason why other members of the Da‘arho tribe were so strongly opposed to
the inclusion of this text in the forthcoming third volume of CSOL and urged Isa to publish it
separately and on his own responsibility.
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146), which closely resembles a question-and-answer catechism encompassing
the major plots of Abrahamic (but, de facto, mostly Quranic12) Sacred History.
In terms of composition, this ‘Islamic Catechism’ occupies the slot which in a
traditional Soqotri fairy tale would be reserved for a poem.13 In the closing
part of the text (Segments 147-62), the Muslim’s answers prove to be com-
pellingly true, and the audience, headed by its leader, converts into Islam and
transforms its congregation hall (presumably, a church) into a mosque.

Isa’s ‘Islamic Catechism’, while certainly a novel text type with no direct
forerunner in the Soqotri oral literature, did not emerge ex nihilo, but takes its
inspiration from the traditional riddle – a deeply rooted and once very popu-
lar genre of Soqotri folklore.14 Even a quick comparison between the two co-
llections mentioned in the preceding footnote makes it clear that the art of the
traditional riddle has substantially deteriorated over the past hundred years: if
confronted with Müller’s collection, the riddles one could glean today from
the members of our community are less numerous, they structures are more
stereotyped and the subjects covered, as well as the images involved, consider-
ably more limited in scope.15 It is, therefore, not surprising that most of the 23
‘riddles’ of Isa’s ‘catechism’ are rather primitive in form and contents: their
functionality as a literary device has clearly overridden their artistic creativity.
About half of them (riddles 1-9 in the published version) are unsophisticated
numerical questions of the type ‘What is one and has no two?’ (answer: God).
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12. It is not without interest that, in his treatise, Isa does not restrict himself to the Quran alone,
incorporating into his narrative a few pertinent extra-Quranic sources, first and foremost, the
Qi∂a∂ al-’Anbiyå’ (exact references to both types of sources can be found throughout ad-
Da‘rhi/Kogan/Cherkashin). The aim at combining different sources into one narrative frame-
work – and the ability to do that – is another prominent feature of an authored work which the
present text shares.

13. As my experience with the Soqotri narrative folklore teaches, there are many reasons to believe
that, diachronically, the poetic segment is the primary nucleus of the composition, for which the
narrative framework was later created (sometimes not very thoroughly) as a kind of etiological
justification – an interesting phenomenon certainly worth of further in-depth investigation in a
broader comparative perspective. It is not unlikely that a similar avenue of the author’s thought
underlies the present composition, the ‘question-and-answer’ kernel having emerged before the
‘conversion narrative’.

14. The first collection of Soqotri riddles was published by D. H. Müller (1905: 359-64), the second,
by our research team (Naumkin et al. 2018: 178-90 = CSOL II No. 12). There are all reasons to
believe that the very idea of creating the ‘Islamic Catechism’ was triggered by Isa’s involvement
in the edition of CSOL II. Needless to say, ‘Islamic Catechisms’ have and do exist(ed) elsewhere in
the Arab and Muslim world (as the one translated in Jeffery), but they do not seem to be focused
on Sacred History as the present text is. In any case, it is hard to say now whether any similar
Arabic text was used by Isa before or during his work on the present specimen.

15. Thus, riddles related to sexual issues (quite numerous in the Vienna Corpus) are – or at least
seem to be – completely banned from the oral culture of today’s Soqotrans.
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The remaining samples can be classified (following Chyet’s typology) as
oppositional antithetical contradictive (e.g. 10, 16, 20)16 and non-oppositional
metaphorical (e.g. 15, 22).17

3. ISLAMIC TERMINOLOGY IN THE TEXT: ARABIC VS. SOQOTRI

Arabic loanwords outside the religious sphere

Before we start to deal with the ‘native vs. borrowed’ dichotomy in the reli-
gious terminology of our text, a more general assessment of the Arabic lexical
influence in this composition is necessary.

A certain quantity of Arabic loanwords is present in nearly every Soqotri
text known to date.18 Their number, fairly low in early texts, inevitably in-
creases in modern recordings, but even now the Soqotri vocabulary is more
conservative than its continental sister tongues Jibbali and especially Mehri.
Due to the manifestly purist intentions of our linguistic consultants, the
presence of recent, non-assimilated Arabisms in the texts of our corpus is
generally rather low, and the specimen under scrutiny is no exception. What
follows is a brief typological survey of Arabisms in Isa’s treatise.

• Compelling borrowings

Truly compelling Arabisms – that is, those which could hardly be replaced by
autochthonous equivalents – are very few in the present text, which is easily
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16. (10) What are ten, but many? – Good deeds (multiplied by God as a reward to those who per-
form them); (16) What is this thing that breathes, but has no spirit? – Morning (with reference
to Quran 81: 18); (20) Who are the non-believers that entered Paradise? – Joseph’s brothers.

17. (15) What is the grave that moves together with its occupant? – Jonah’s whale; (22) What is the
tree with twelve branches, and on each branch thirty leaves, and each leaf has five dates, and
from these three are in the shade and two in the sun? – The year, the months, the days, the five
prayers, three of them in darkness and two in daylight.

18. In strictly linguistic terms, a distinction has to be made between fully integrated loans and oc-
casional, more superficial Arabic lexical insertions. The former can be described as a restricted
group of early borrowings (many of them verbs), whereas the latter can be borrowed more or
less ad libitum due to the widespread Arabic-Soqotri bilingualism and code-switching. As we
will see below, many ‘native’ religious terms actually turn out to be deeply integrated Arabisms,
in all probability going back to the times of the islanders’ very first acquaintance with Islam.
Borrowings belonging to the latter type, too, are not totally alien even to the earliest published
records of Soqotri, but, needless to say, rapidly grow in number nowadays. Regrettably, no
comprehensive study of the Arabic lexical influence on Soqotri (or any other MSA language)
exists at present.
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explainable by its contents, far removed from material and conceptual ‘mo-
dernity’. Two curious exceptions belong to the realm of fauna: dib ‘wolf’ and
®eféde‘ ‘frogs’. Neither wolves nor frogs are present on the island,19 but their
mention is the text could not be avoided because of their involvement in the
Exodus and Joseph narratives respectively.20 To this group may also belong
bes«tin ‘palm-groves’, well attested already in the Vienna corpus (LS 90) and
having no native equivalent because palm cultivation must be a comparatively
recent introduction on the island. See also ¥amí∂ ‘shirt’ in the Joseph story21 (if
one assumes that the Arabic word designates – or is thought to designate – a
type of garment originally missing from Soqotra) and ™arásis ‘soldiers, guards’,
describing the Pharaoh’s army pursuing the Israelites.22

• Non-compelling borrowings

The bulk of the Arabisms in the text pertains to ‘semi-cultural’ concepts for
which the compiler could theoretically provide native equivalents. These are,
however, either non-existent (or at least not known to us from the extant
sources)23 or have been considered too archaic and cumbersome in compari-
son to the current Arabic borrowings (no Soqotri-based neologisms have
been created to fill the pertinent slots).24 Here belong mes’úl’ ‘officer, person
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19. Soqotra is well-known for a very reduced repertoire of wild mammals, especially predators
(Wranik 77-92). The absence of frogs is less well known, but no less remarkable: ‘So far no
traces of amphibians have been found on the [Soqotra] archipelago, despite there being ade-
quate water conditions and the presence of a number of species in the adjacent areas of Africa
and Arabia ... There is no conclusive explanation for this’ (Wranik 151).

20. The former had been used as early as in Müller 1905: 97/2-5 (LS 120).
21. Already in the Vienna corpus (LS 377). In Müller’s translation of the first chapter of the Bibli-

cal Joseph story (1907: 45-51), it alternates with another Arabism deßdéße (LS 137).
22. The word is not found in the Vienna corpus, but is often used in the fairy tales of CSOL when

a sultan’s armed retinue is described.
23. Something not totally unexpected from a language of a – till recently – heavily isolated, pre-

modern community, which displays an incredible wealth of terminology related to natural
phenomena or traditional economic practices, but is poor in words for abstract concepts. A
telling witness to this effect is the adjectival concept ‘new’, for which no inherited Soqotri
exponent was recorded by Müller. The issue is, moreover, not merely lexical, but also cognitive:
the very concept of ‘newness’ or ‘being new’ is thoroughly missing from Müller’s very ex-
tensive text collections. What we find in a couple of lone exceptions (one of them in a Bibli-
cal translation!) is the Arabic loanword gedid (Müller 1902: 64/3) – just as in the modern lan-
guage.

24. While generally rare, such neologisms are not totally unknown from the texts processed by our
team. A prime example is meßómtil’ ‘translator, interpreter, tourist guide’, an ‘old participle’
from ßémt∑w ‘to talk’ (CSOL I 614).
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in charge’ designating the head of the unbelievers’ community,25 ‘áfiye
‘health’,26 ∂ed¥ ‘truth’,27 gawáb ‘answer’,28 ™íyal’ ‘tricks’,29 ‘á¥il’ ‘clever, intelli-
gent’,30 l’ázem ‘it’s necessary’,31 kúl’l’e ‘each, every’,32 éßhur ‘months’, ßáhri ‘two
months’,33 márra ‘time (vicis)’,34 ‘al’áma ‘sign, mark’,35 ∂á™eb (pl. a∂™áb) ‘com-
panion, friend; owner’,36 ahl’ ‘people, tribe’,37 wa-stá’∂. am ‘and he considered
(it) tremendous’, wa-stánkar ‘and he disapproved (it)’, a‘dár ‘excuses’, imti™án
‘test, trial’.

In a few other cases, however, the Soqotri equivalents are fairly well at-
tested throughout our texts, so it is hard to say why the compiler did not opt
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25. Arabic words for ‘priest’ (or any other member of the Christian clergy) are of course unknown
to the compiler, whereas ‘imam’ must have been avoided as too strongly bound to Islam. The
choice of mas’¤l is likely motivated by the Socialist background of Soqotra as part of PDRY
where this word (literally, ‘endowed with responsibility’) was used as a calque of Russian
om‘emcm‘eнньıŸ (paбomнuк). The native word for ‘chief, leader’ is, undoubtedly, ríbhen, note
in particular ríbhen di-’œtíhi ‘head of the assembly’ in Bittner 110. This lexeme (in all probabi-
lity, an early borrowing from Arabic rabbån-) is so far unattested in our texts and may be out of
use in today’s language.

26. The native equivalents appear to be wáfi (LS 235, properly ‘strength, vitality’) and torf (LS 446,
properly ‘healing; recovery’).

27. The native equivalent is ímhœn (LS 64), continuing the old Semitic root *’mn.
28. The native equivalent seems to be kíli (LS 218).
29. Common in the Vienna corpus (LS 172), no native equivalent known to us.
30. The native equivalent is di-dó‘o ‘that of knowledge’ (LS 53).
31. This widespread Arabism is never used in the Vienna corpus, where the respective semantic

slot is occupied by ®á‘le, of unknown origin (LS 206). Until recently, only l’ázem was registered
in our materials (CSOL I 606, II 530), and I was inclined to believe that ®á‘le died out completely
from the speech of our community, but last year it did crop up in a (still unpublished) text from
the forthcoming CSOL III.

32. The genuine Soqotri word is kaw, fully regular in the Vienna corpus (LS 219), but almost to-
tally ousted by kúl’l’e in the speech of our community (see CSOL II 498 for one lone excep-
tion).

33. The genuine Soqotri word for month is å«hœr (LS 426, Nakano 1986: 143). It is known to our
consultants, but its relatively broad presence in CSOL I-II is almost certainly due to puristic re-
placements: in their spontaneous speech, the genetically related Arabic ßahr is ubiquitous (see
CSOL I 659, CSOL II 592).

34. Sporadically already in the Vienna corpus (LS 251) where, however, the normal exponent of this
meaning is the autochthonous ‘áble®, of uncertain etymology (LS 293-94).

35. Already in the Vienna corpus (LS 311). The native terms appears to be ‘awm, attested in one of
the unpublished texts from the forthcoming CSOL III.

36. This Arabic word, still missing from Müller’s texts, has become exceedingly popular in today’s
Soqotri, in all of its multiple applications. In our text, it is once attested about Jonah as the
‘owner’ or ‘occupant’ of ‘a movable grave’ (a periphrasis for the whale), in which case dí’yhe
∂á™eb could have been easily replaced by the native Soqotri ba‘ß. In the other example, the plural
a∂™áb refers to Moses’ ‘companions’ or ‘compatriots’ (the Israelites), and it is hard to say which
autochthonous equivalent could be used in such a case – perhaps má™ref ‘friend’ (in the speech
of our community mostly used about romantic relations).

37. In the Vienna corpus, fá™ed (LS 335) and ná™ar (LS 265) are actively used for ‘people, tribe’, but
both terms seem to be deeply obsolete in today’s language.
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for them in agreement with his puristic program: ¥á∂∂a ‘story’,38 mórkeb (pl.
marákeb) ‘ship’,39 ™umár ‘donkey’.40

• Borrowed discourse markers

This volume offers valuable insights on the important role discourse markers
have in transitional texts (Gintsburg 2020; Murray 2020; Liebhaber). I,
however, limit myself to just listing discourse markers that are Arabic bor-
rowings. As early as in the Vienna corpus, Soqotri narratives make ample use
of Arabic discourse markers and other function words. The present text is no
exception, see émme ‘as for’ (CSOL II 389), énne ‘that’ (LS 66, CSOL I 474, CSOL

II 390), l’i’énne ‘because’ (CSOL I 474), ‘as« ‘perhaps’ (LS 317, CSOL I 499, CSOL II

416), kæl’l’ama ‘when’ (CSOL I 576, CSOL II 500).

4. RELIGIOUS TERMINOLOGY: ARABIC LOANWORDS

A great deal of Islamic religious terminology featuring in the text is directly
borrowed from Arabic. As we have seen above, many abstract concepts have
no proper exponents in the native Soqotri vocabulary, and this is all the more
so for religious ideas pertaining to the Islamic creed. Here belong musl’imín
‘Muslims’, kuffár ‘unbelievers’,41 gánna or gínna ‘Paradise’,42 nabíy (pl. anbiyá)
‘prophet’,43 mal’áyika ‘angels’,44 me®ál’i‘ ‘scrolls, sacred texts’,45 áya (pl. ayát)
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38. This Arabism, attested already in the Vienna corpus (LS 383), seems to be the commonest term
for ‘story, tale’ in today’s language, often featuring in CSOL I-II. Our narrators usually prefer the
native (perhaps puristic) equivalent tout«yo, a verbal noun of «ti ‘to tell’ (CSOL I 480, II 396).

39. Well attested both in the Vienna corpus (LS 400) and in our texts (CSOL I 635, II 565). The na-
tive word ∂adá¥ (LS 346) is, however, very well known and in common use up to this day (CSOL
I 649, II 581).

40. There are at least two native terms for ‘donkey’ in Soqotri, viz. ßán¥ahaw (CSOL I 660) and
ßemáwhœn (LS 418). Both are well known to our consultants and seem to be in common use in
their speech. Still, the Arabic loanword ™umár (not yet attested in the Vienna corpus) is indeed
growing in popularity (CSOL I 559, II 479, Wranik 505).

41. Already in the Vienna corpus (LS 223).
42. For the latter, clearly local form of this term, already attested in the Vienna corpus, v. LS 112.
43. Already in the Vienna corpus (LS 255).
44. Already in the Vienna corpus (LS 244).
45. Together with the four elements of their traditional Islamic nomenclature, viz. at-tawrát ‘Pen-

tateuch’, az-zabúr ‘Psalter’, al’-’ingíl’ ‘Gospels’ and al’-¥ur’án ‘Quran’. The word me®ál’i‘ as
such does not seem to be attested in Arabic in any comparable meaning and must be a kind of
local adaptation of mu®åla‘a ‘reading, study’. Similar ‘pseudo-Arabic’ lexical formations are not
uncommon on Soqotra and would be worth of a special study of their own.
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‘sign, revelation’, a∂-∂al’awát ‘daily prayers’,46 yæsgedu ‘they prostrate’,47 mæsgid
‘Mosque’,48 ™ásana (pl. ™asanát) ‘pious deeds’, sayyi’át ‘evil deeds’, ra™ím ‘Mer-
ciful’, arzá¥ ‘means of sustenance granted by God’,49 ‘á¥ab ‘he punished’,50

mu‘gizát ‘miracles’. Not unexpectedly, many of these terms were well known
to the speakers of Soqotri as early as 120 years ago (see the references to in-
dividual lexemes in Leslau’s Lexique adduced in the footnotes above).

5. RELIGIOUS TERMINOLOGY: INHERITED VOCABULARY

Of prime importance for our inquiry is to see where and how the compiler
uses the native resources of his language while writing on a modern, non-
traditional, rather sophisticated and, above all, religion-bound subject. What
follows is a list of non-borrowed lexemes with religious connotations used in
the text under scrutiny, with some annotations on their origin and previously
known attestations.51

• ¥anínhin ‘Lord, God’ (LS 378, CSOL I 590, II 515). This word, also used
as the title of the whole composition, is by far the most impressive element of
the traditional religious vocabulary amalgamated with the Islamic creed, most
prominently in the widely used double designation ¥anínhin áwwa.52 As reported
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46. Including their nomenclature: al’-múƒrib, al’-‘ißá, al’-fegr, a®-®uhr, al’-‘a∂r.
47. The corresponding segment of the Biblical Joseph story in Müller 1907: 47 features the native So-

qotri verb égnen ‘they bowed down’. However, already there it was probably felt to be inadequate
to describe a true prostration, so that the non-assimilated Arabism sægdo was added in brackets.

48. Already in the Vienna corpus (LS 281).
49. Already in the Vienna corpus (LS 196).
50. The native Soqotri verb for ‘to punish’ is ‘ódib (LS 298), an assimilated borrowing from Arabic

‘a∂∂aba. In the Vienna corpus, it is well attested referring to divine punishment in Biblical
translations (notably, Bittner 70), but in our texts its usual meaning is ‘to pester, to annoy’
rather than ‘to punish’ strictly speaking (CSOL I 485). Arabic ‘åqaba is common when referring
to divine punishment in the Quran (Ambros 2004: 192) and must have seemed, therefore, a
suitable candidate to fill this semantic slot.

51. I will use this opportunity to mention a few New Testament religious terms coined by Müller and
his informant for their translation of Mark. ‘Sins’: minheréten (Bittner 8), side by side with the
Arabism ™á®oy (Bittner 40) < nóhor ‘to transgress’; ‘devil’: di-¥áßen (Bittner 14), literally ‘thief, brig-
and’; ‘demon’: dídhe (Bittner 28), a very well known word up to this day, but carefully tabooed at
least in external communication; ‘faith’: ße¥nó‘o (Bittner 122) < ßé¥na‘ ‘to be convinced’, side by side
with the Arabism imán (Bittner 40); ‘the teachers of the law’: il-kteb/il-yekóteb (Bittner 40, 48),
literally ‘those who wrote/write’; ‘Pharisees’: meßezheyéten (Bittner 48), literally ‘the separated ones’
< ßœ’«zi (in agreement with the semantic structure of the Hebrew/Aramaic background term).

52. A tenacious adherence to the native (non-Arabic) names of God is a hallmark of the Modern
South Arabian speakers, which sharply distinguishes their languages from many other areas of
the Muslim world where the old divine designations have been completely replaced by Allah.
In the continental languages, such terms go back either to Proto-Semitic *’il- (Mehri ’ål,
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by our consultants, recent decades have witnessed a considerable deal of re-
sentment against the use of this word in Islamic contexts: according to hard-
core adherents of the rigid peninsular Islam, since ¥anínhin does not feature
among the canonically established (Arabic) Divine Names, its application to
God amounts to ßirk (polytheism). In more recent years, however, this zealous
attitude seems to have relaxed and ¥anínhin is usually accepted as a legitimate
native equivalent of Arabic ’ar-rabb ‘the Lord’.53 Etymologically, ¥anínhin ap-
pears to be derived from Proto-Semitic *¥ny ‘to own, to possess’ and must
have thus originally meant ‘master, lord’.54

• Soqotri possesses a deeply rooted native verb for the prominent con-
cept in religious vocabulary ‘to create’, viz. ∂†¥ab (LS 357), consistently applied
to the Divine Creation in the Vienna corpus (Müller 1905: 1/1 and else-
where). The compiler of our text regularly uses ∂†¥ab with this meaning (Seg-
ments 35, 36, 37, 54, 56, 59, 100, 111), and only in two cases (Segments 98,
99) could he not resist the Arabizing pressure, replacing it with the corres-
ponding Arabic verb ™al’á¥. The Soqotri verb has no good external etymology,
but its other usages within Soqotri are quite telling as to its probable original
meaning: as shown in CSOL II 584, it describes, inter alia, the formation of
clumps of fresh butter in a shaking leather vessel.55

• Soqotri ‘ed ‘soul, spirit of life’ is the normal equivalent of both nafs-
and r¤™- in Arabic, and is in common use both in the early texts56 and in to-
day’s language, as reflected in our materials (LS 298, CSOL I 485, CSOL II 401).
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Lonnet 206; Jibbali ’c-ẑ, JL 3) or to Proto-Semitic *ba‘l- ‘lord’ (Mehri abœ-li, ML 41; Jibbali ’c‘ẑ,
’c-‘ẑ, ’ć‘c-ẑ, JL 22). Both types of forms are preserved also in Soqotri (as aw and bá‘l’hi respecti-
vely), but seem to be deeply obsolete and very rarely used (for the former, see CSOL II 99).

53. Interestingly enough, Müller’s informant did not use ¥anínhin in his Biblical translations: when
speaking about ‘the Lord’, he employs nínhin áwwa (Müller 1905: 3/7) or just nínhin (Bittner 110),
the Soqotri word for ‘elder brother’, formerly also used when addressing the Sultan (‘Majesty’).
The etymological connection between nínhin and ¥anínhin – if any – remains uncertain, but
certainly not impossible. If the latter incorporates a shortened form of ¥á¥a ‘brother’ (which is
also not to be ruled out), the derivation from *¥ny is, of course, to be abandoned.

54. See the well-known Biblical Hebrew expression ¥øn∑ ßåmayim wå-’årä∂ ‘Owner of Heaven and
Earth’.

55. A close parallel is found in Job 10: 10: h…-lø(’) kä-™ålåb tatt¥k∑n¥ * we-ka-gg∑binnå ta¥p¥’∑n¥ ‘Did
you not pour me like out like milk? Did you not curdle me like cheese?’ (translation from
Clines 215, with commentary 248). See also the probable connection between m‘opumь ‘to
create’ and m‘opo“ ‘cottage cheese’ in Russian and other Slavic languages (Vasmer IV 32, 34).

56. Often in religious contexts, see ‘ed di-’áwwa ‘the Spirit of God’ in Müller 1905: 1/5 (Genesis cre-
ation narrative). Throughout Müller’s Biblical translations, it alternates with another native
lexeme fonå.
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• Quite remarkable is the use of åiyá® ‘fire’ about the Islamic Gehenna,
a direct equivalent of Arabic an-nåru.

• As in the Vienna corpus (LS 320) and elsewhere in our texts (CSOL II

404), the verb ‘éfer is used about divine pardon. Like several other terms in the
present group, this verb is an early, naturalized borrowing from Arabic ƒfr.57

• The Soqotri verb ∂ál’i ‘to pray’ is regularly used about Muslim prayer
throughout the text. This is, again, an early adaptation of Arabic ∂allå, ubiqui-
tous throughout the published Soqotri texts (LS 352, CSOL I 651, CSOL II 584).

• The verb ßé’men ‘to believe’, well attested in secular contexts elsewhere
in the Soqotri texts (LS 64, CSOL I 474, CSOL II 390), is used here with the re-
ligious meaning ‘to believe in God’. Note that, because of its morphological
shape (causative-reflexive stem in ß-), ßé’men cannot be borrowed from Arabic
’åmana, but must be an independent offshoot of the same proto-West Semitic
root *’mn.

• The verb katéna™ ‘to return’ is used with the prominent Islamic mean-
ing ‘to repent’ (= ‘to return to God’), undoubtedly a calque of Arabic ra@a‘a,
amply documented with this meaning from the Quran onwards and continu-
ing an old Semitic semantic pattern.58

• In the last segment of the text, describing the transformation of the
unbelievers’ prayer hall into a mosque, the building is designated ¥á‘ar di-’œtíhi,
literally ‘house of assembly’ – quite an appropriate term for a church (evkklhsi,a).59

Of notice are a few mixed (Arabic-Soqotri) formations, such as ‘arß di-
¥anínhin ‘the Lord’s throne’ or ßcm di-sabt ‘the day of Shabbat’. Such fixed no-
minal phrases could well have been borrowed from Arabic in their entirety
(*‘arßu llåhi and *yawmu s-sabti respectively), so the introduction of the Soqo-
tri elements into them can only be explained by a conscious wish of the com-
piler. The same is true of tegadá™nœn ®aw‘an aw kurhan ‘come obediently or by
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57. In the Arabic speech of our consulants, ƒfr is strictly reserved to divine pardon and is never
used about human actors.

58. ‘To return to God (humans)’ = ‘to repent’; ‘to return to humans (God)’ = ‘to show favor, to for-
give’, both ubiquitous in Akkadian, Hebrew and Aramaic. For both usages, precedents are
found in previously published Soqotri texts (Bittner 80, Muller 1905: 27, CSOL I 579).

59. Or, for that matter, a synagogue (b∑t k∑näsät). In the Soqotri version of the Gospel of Mark,
œtíhi is repeatedly used about all kinds of religious gatherings (Bittner 24 and elsewhere).
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force’ and gedá™en ®a’i‘in ‘we’ve come obediently’ in the Soqotri periphrasis of
Quran 41: 11 (see below, Section 7).60

6. OTHER PURISTIC FEATURES

• Old numerals

In spite of its extreme conservatism, Soqotri was quick to abandon the inher-
ited numerals from ‘three’ onwards, which, in today’s speech, are restricted to
some very traditional Bedouin contexts, such as counting livestock
(Kogan/Bulakh 294). Instead, Arabic numerals are used throughout.61

From the very beginning of our joint activity in the framework of the
CSOL project, our Soqotri friends must have seen the autochthonous numerals
as a flagship issue in their puristic literary ambition, not only using them
systematically in the texts that they themselves narrated, but also inserting
them to replace the Arabic numerals in the texts obtained from other narra-
tors. In the present composition, where numerals in general play quite a pro-
minent role, any shade of Arabisms in this lexical segment has also been tho-
roughly avoided.

• Personal names

Throughout the text, the compiler opts for non-classical shapes of the names
of the protagonists of the Islamic Sacred History, such as fir‘ún ‘Pharaoh’,62

móse ‘Moses’, yósef ‘Joseph’63 and yónes ‘Jonah’. Note also ya‘¥úb bœr is™á¥
‘Jacob, son of Isaak’, with the genuine Soqotri filiation marker bœr instead of
Arabic ibn. When asked about the motivation behind his unorthodox choice,
Isa Gum‘an firmly replied: that’s how we pronounce them here.
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60. Admittedly, the opposite trend is also in evidence: in the creation account, the narrator intro-
duces the Arabic terms for ‘heaven’ and ‘earth’ (¥anínhin ∂†¥ab as-samawát wa-l’-’ar® samawát
yhóbi‘ wa-’ara∂ún yhóbi‘ ‘The Lord created the Heavens and the Earth: Seven Heavens and
Seven Earths’) even if the native equivalents í’itin and ™óyhi are used elsewhere. It stands to
reason that the choice of the Arabisms was motivated by the inability of Soqotri to produce
plurals for the respective lexemes.

61. Surprisingly different from the continental MSA, where the native numerals are fully preserved
in the colloquial speech.

62. Contrast the normal Arabic form fir‘awn in Müller 1907: 51.
63. Müller’s translation of the Biblical Joseph story (1907: 45-51) displays yúsef, the colloquial form

ubiquitous in the Arabic dialects (as opposed to the Classical y¤suf).
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7. TRANSLATING THE UNTRANSLATABLE

In his account of the Islamic Sacred History, Isa was inevitably tempted to
render some of the pertinent Quranic passages in a more or less literal man-
ner, thus unconsciously achieving a number of purest samples of a Soqotri
translation of the Holy Book. To investigate his translation technique – a most
interesting task in itself – would be far beyond the aim and scope of the
present contribution. Instead, I will limit myself to a brief tabular presentation
of the relevant text segments and their Quranic sources.
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∂†¥ab yhóbi‘ samawát ®ahar
®ahedédsen. (59)

to’óge dí’œ be-mór¥a™ ó’oben
wa-ßér¥a™ mes ‘áåer wa-tri
‘eyhónten ir-rího. (86-87)

to’óge be-dí’œ mór¥a™ di-rénhem
wa-se tó‘od wa-tebá®or. (75-78)

‘†mor yósef e-dí’yhe b«bœ ho
åínik ßcm wa-’é’ere yésgedu
énhi ‘†mor aw-te®®á‘ e-’íl’l’i’œ
¥a¥áyhon. (88)

ho åínik tok á™zezk ‘†mor œ b«bœ
tó’o l’a‘m«r ¥anínhin ta‘ámer.
(104-05)

wa-ses ®ey ßcm di-rœy wa-ßéken
®ey ßcm di-rœy. (117)

di-géda™ be-®ey ™ásana yóu∂aw
hey ‘áåer ™asanát. (83)

¥anínhin ye∂áw menáw l’a‘gób.
(83)

‘†mor tegadá™nœn ®aw‘an aw
kurhan ‘†mor gedá™nen ®a’i‘in.
(91)

™alaqa sab‘a samåwåtin ®ibåqan.
(67: 3, 71: 15)

∂rib bi-‘a∂åka l-™agara 
fa-nfagara minhu †natå ‘aßrata
‘aynan. (2: 60)

’i ∂rib bi-‘a∂åka l-ba™ra 
fa-nfalaqa. (26: 63)

qåla y¤sufu li-’ab¥hi yå ’abati
’inn¥ ra’aytu ß-ßamsa wa-l-
qamara l¥ sågid¤n qåla lå taq∂u∂
‘alå ’i™watika. (12: 4-5)

’inn¥ ’arå ’ann¥ ’a∂ba™uka qåla
yå ’abati f‘al må tu’maru. (37:
102)

lahå ßirbun wa-lakum ßirbu
yawmin ma‘l¤m. (26: 155)

man gå’a bi-™asanatin fa-lahu
‘aßru ’am†ålihå. (6: 160)

wa-llåhu yarzuqu man yaßå’u.
(24: 38)

fa-qåla lahå ’tiyå ®aw‘an ’aw
karhan qålatå ’ataynå ®å’i‘¥na.
(41: 11)

‘He created seven heavens
one upon the other’

‘“Strike the stone with your
staff!”. And twelve springs of
water came forth from it’

‘“Strike the sea with your
staff!”. And it began to split/
was split’

‘Joseph said to his father: “I
saw the sun and the moon bow
before me”. His father said:
“Do not tell your brothers”’

‘“I saw/see myself slaughter
you”. He said: “Oh my father!
Whatever the Lord says/what
you are ordered, do”’

‘It shall have one day for drink-
ing, and you shall have one day’

‘The one who performs one
good deed, ten more will be
bestowed upon him’

‘The Lord gives to whom he
wishes’

‘He said: “Come obediently
or by force”. They answered
him and said: “We have come
obediently”’.
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8. ANOTHER SAMPLE

During the 2017 fieldwork season, I was busy gathering the text corpus of the
forthcoming CSOL III. As usual, our language consultants offered us a wealth
of specimens representing various genres of Soqotri oral literature. One
piece, composed and written down by Isa Gum‘an, particularly attracted my
attention: while superficially resembling a fairy tale, it quickly proved to be
another, somewhat disguised, sample of Islamic apologetics. What follows is
a preliminary publication of this text, in Semitological transcription and
English translation.
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1. ®ad ©ag ßódim ßódim énne ®∑r«d∑y ásad
b∑-∂a™rá

2. tóÂo éra™ ©am¥ di-™ád∑b kés∑ ©†bhor

3. ©†mor wóÂo aw-ÂoÂók∑b di-©†bhor ©an ásad

4. ékob ∑yh«r∑y ásad ©af yaÂára™ w∑-fœg
di-©†bhor aw-gésor l’i®r«b idæy

5. wa-©ag ®érob w∑-¥ayd tóÂo éra™ ©am¥
di-©†bhor é¥d∑m n∑™á®iß b∑kél’e di-stœ

6. ted ©ag b∑-©am¥ di-©†bhor aw-l’∑™e
wa-Â aw-©al’œ

7. b∑-¥ouyh«ri ßérÂ∑å ©∑y zá©dhom m∑n
t«bhor fá¥™ w∑bhinítin wa-fa¥™
™ourhét∑n

8. wa-Âébra™ w∑-¥ayd wa-¥as¥és∑n díÂs∑n
¥ayd

9. wa-©ag w∑ b∑-¥ayd wa-yæ∂t∑t mí®a
y∑bá®ok

10. æl’l’e wa-©as«l di-ßér¥a™ m∑n t«bhor

11. wa-ków∑ ©ag yæm∂∑∂ díÂyhe ©as«l’ wa-níßi
ásad wa-níßi b∑kél’e wa-níßi zá©dhom
©a®af até¥a®

One man had a dream. He had a dream: a lion was
pursuing him in a desert.

Midway along, he came across a well.

He said: ‘Why don’t I go down the well to save
myself from the lion?’.

He went into the well. The lion followed him un-
til it reached the rim of the well. But it could not
get inside.

As for the man, he went down on a rope. When
he reached the middle of the well, he saw beneath
him a devouring snake.

The man had to stop midway along – he could not
go up or down.

In a few seconds, some mice appeared in front of
him from the walls of the well – some of them
white, and some of them black.

And they leaped to the rope and began to gnaw
it.

And the man was holding the rope and waiting –
when would it cut.

But suddenly honey began to drip out of the walls.

And the man began to suck the honey and forget
about the lion, and about the snake, and about the
mice, until he woke up.
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It is easy to notice that the concept underlying this text (entitled ‘The Grave’
by its author) is germane to the one that must have guided Isa when he was
compiling ‘The Lord’. In fact, ‘The Grave’ is nothing but an extended alle-
goric narrative (a lengthy riddle, if one wishes) whose solution is revealed to
the reader in the last two sections of the text. Its religious and moralistic pur-
pose scarcely requires comment. The background of the story is unknown to
me. Its plot might betray an Arabic origin64, but this is not necessary so, and
deliberate stylization is not to be ruled out.

9. CONCLUSION

As I tried to show above, the concept of ‘transitional text’, fruitfully applied to
poetry in modern literary research, can also be used about prose, and not ne-
cessarily narrative. The specificity of the Soqotri case, as reflected in two texts
composed by Isa Gum‘an, takes its roots in the author’s strong religious mo-
tivation. It remains to be studied to what extent this path has been (or is being)
followed by other emerging literatures of the Islamic world.

As a minority language, Soqotri finds itself under continuous pressure
from written and spoken Arabic, whose prestige is particularly high in the re-
ligious sphere. Isa Gum‘an’s brave and masterful attempt to counter this trend
has yielded a peculiar amalgamation of Islamic modernity and traditional, at
times patently archaic, resources and techniques carefully elaborated by gene-
rations of his illiterate forefathers.
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64 ‘The Grave’ features a few transparent Arabisms (ásad ‘lion’, ∂a™rá ‘desert’, l’á™ad ‘lid of the
grave’, dænya ‘this world’), but otherwise is a pure and genuine specimen of the Soqotri narra-
tive art.

12. wa-™ér∑ ©ag l’iftékœr in«m d«n©a

13. wa-®áhœr diÂáw nébhi ©†mor h∑y ßódimk
®a wa-®a

14. ©†mor ásad d∑ di-y∑®ár∑dk yhe mi
di-tóuyhork

15. wa-©†bhor díÂœ ¥áb∑r wa-b∑kél’e díÂœ
l’á™ad wa-zá©adhom ßcm wa-™te
wa-©as«l’ dænya

Now the man tried to figure out what it could
mean.

And he went to a wise man and said to him: ‘I
have had such and such a dream’.

He said: ‘The lion that follows you, he is the
death that pursues you’.

‘The well is your grave, and the snake is its lid,
and the mice are day and night, and the honey is
the pleasures of this world’.
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While essentially linguistic in its scope, my study will hopefully attract the
interest of specialists from neighbouring disciplines, better prepared for a
comprehensive assessment of the nascent written and printed prose of Soqotra.
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